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4. Discussion

4.1. Spectral sensitivity

In the present study, a sensitivity to UV has been described for the first time in a gastropod eye. Sensitivity

maxima were found at 370 and 390 nm, and compared to 500 nm the sensitivity was 79 % at 390 nm and 74 % at

370 nm (Fig. 22). The published works on gastropod spectral sensitivity (Jacklet, 1980; Gillary, 1974; von Berg,

1972; Chernorizov et al., 1994) have in common that they all describe a maximum in the green range of the light

spectrum, and that none of them has investigated the ultraviolet. This may be due to either a lack of interest or a

lack of suitable light sources, which yield enough intensity in the ultraviolet range.

We have also carried out preliminary experiments with Helix pomatia eyes, where for the first time a UV

sensitivity could be detected by extracellular recordings of the optic nerve activity as well (data not shown). In

these experiments, the eye was stimulated with narrow-band 370 nm and 500 nm pulses; the spectral sensitivity

over the whole wavelength range has not been characterized yet. Both studies were carried out with intact eyes,

i.e. the cuticles were left attached to the eyes. Filtering effects of the epidermis were thus already included in the

resulting sensitivities. No absorbance measurements of the skin were made, however.

We conclude that UV reception is not necessarily limited to Aplysia californica and Helix pomatia. It could be

that other gastropods are UV sensitive as well, but that this feature has so far simply been ignored. However, the

existence of a UV sensitivity in an animal’s eye does not yet imply a behavioral or ecological meaning of UV

reception for the animal.

A finely structured UV sensitivity in single retina cells (Fig. 43A), as we have found it here, has so far only been

desscribed in flies of the order Diptera (Gemperlein et al., 1980), and it has been attributed to photostable

retinol-derived antenna pigments.

4.2. On the composition of pigments in the Aplysia retina

The newly detected UV sensitivity in the Aplysia eye raises a discussion similar to the one that has taken place in

the sixties and seventies of the last century upon the question why the spectral sensitivity of flies can feature two

peaks, one in the green and one in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum (e.g. Goldsmith, 1972, Wassermann,

1973; Paul et al., 1986). Similar to suggestions by the latter, the phenomenon of UV- and VIS-sensitivity in

Aplysia can be explained by one of the following hypotheses:

(i) There are two different cell types in the retina, one bearing a UV rhodopsin and the other a VIS rhodopsin

(Fig. 43A). This hypothesis is supported by findings of Hughes (1970a), who described two different receptor

cell types in the Aplysia retina by histological evidence.

(ii) Both a UV rhodopsin and a VIS rhodopsin exist in the same receptor cell, as suggested by De Voe (1972) for

spiders (Fig. 43A). Cells with two sensitivity peaks have been classified as Beta Cells by Wassermann (1972), in

contrast to cells with a single maximum, which he has labeled Alpha Cells.

(iii) The UV sensitivity is mediated by a photostable pigment that transfers light energy to the VIS rhodopsin by

non-radiant resonance transfer (Fig. 43B), as described for flies by Gemperlein et al. (1980). The twin-peaked

UV sensitivity found in our experiments supports this idea, because the sensitizing pigment mediates a UV
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sensitivity with a similar shape as well (Gemperlein et al., 1980), with an additional shoulder at 340 nm. So far,

antenna pigments of this type have only been shown in flies, however.

(iv) The UV sensitivity is due to the β-peak of a VIS-rhodopsin (Fig. 43C), as has been discussed by Paulsen and

Schwemmer (1979) for flies.

4.2.1 Two different cell types with different spectral sensitivities ?

In the present study, this hypothesis has been tested by intracellular recordings of retina cells. Out of 23 cells in

five eyes tested, all cells responded both on 500 nm and on 370 nm stimuli. This result suggests that it is very

likely that both the VIS- and the UV-sensitivity are mediated by the same cells. However, it could be the case

that cells with selective sensitivity exist which have not been found in the microelectrode survey. This means

that the two cell type hypothesis is not falsified by these results either.

In these considerations, electric coupling, as it has been postulated for retina cells of the same ommatidium in the

drone bee (Shaw, 1967) and in Limulus (Smith et al., 1967), has not yet been taken into account. Electrically

coupled neighboring retina cells with different photopigments could cause a broadening of the spectral

sensitivity function and the appearance of a second peak in single receptor recordings (Menzel, 1979). Järvilehto

(1979) states that electric coupling does probably only occur in eyes where the receptor cells have close contacts,

like fused rhabdoms in hymenopterans. In gastropod retina cells, however, electric coupling has not been

reported so far. The Aplysia retina consists of discrete cells lacking particular contact areas like the ones found in

fly rhabdoms (Hughes, 1970a). From this point of view a similar phenomenon appears unlikely in this species.

In contrast to this, Wasserman (1972) has suggested that in intracellular recordings of retina cells it might

happen that the microelectrode penetrates two cells at the same time and thus records a compound activity,

which might as well lead to a broadening of the spectral sensitivity and the appearance of a second peak, thus

resembling the activity of a true double-peaked cell under certain circumstances. This hypothesis has not been

tested in the present study, but it is believed to be a rather unlikely explanation for the responses found because

of the fact that in our experiments all recorded cells featured the two sensitivities, and the ratio between the two

sensitivities was relatively constant in all cases. Moreover, stable resting potentials had been obtained for all

Fig. 43 A.  Aplysia spectral sensitivity in the VIS (Jacklet, 1980) and the UV (this study). The absorbance curve
of a UV rhodopsin (nomogram derived from Hamdorf, 1979) with a maximum at 370 nm is superimposed (grey
line) to illustrate that the additional UV sensitivity might be due to a UV pigment, either in the same or in a
different receptor type. B.  Intracellularly measured spectral sensitivity in the R1-R6 photoreceptor of Calliphora
sp. (chalky mutant), modified from Kirschfeld et al., 1983. The twin-peaked UV sensitivity is due to a
sensitizing pigment. C. Absorption spectrum of an extracted salamander rhodopsin (Ambystoma tigrinum,
dissolved in 2% dodecyl maltoside), modified from Martinez et al., 1997. In this spectrum, the β-peak (indicated
by the arrow) is higher than in other spectra, maybe due to the dissolving agent or the scanning method.
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cells. An accidental penetration of more than one receptor cell would however mean that in different attempts

either single- or double-peaked responses should be expected, depending on the spectral properties of the

neighboring cells. One would moreover expect that the relative amplitudes of the two sensitivities were subject

to large fluctuations, and that resting potentials would suffer from drifts due to leaking.

The idea that both sensitivity maxima are mediated by the same cell is supported by the finding that the ratio

between the sensitivities at 370 nm and 500 nm (74.3 %, Fig. 22B, determined by extracellular optic nerve

recordings), is the same as the ratio between the intracellular recorded receptor potential upstrokes evoked by

370 and 500 nm stimuli of the same quantum flux (74.2 %, Fig. 29F). In this context it needs to be considered

that the latter value represents a spectral efficiency, and that spectral efficiency and spectral sensitivity, which

directly reflects the quantum capture efficiency of the given photopigment, can only be compared  within certain

limits (Menzel, 1979). If special UV receptors would contribute to the overall UV sensitivity of the eye,

however, the UV response in the single receptor recordings should be significantly smaller than 74 %.

4.2.2  Do a UV rhodopsin and a VIS rhodopsin coexist in the same receptor cells ?

Provided  that a UV rhodopsin and a VIS rhodopsin coexist in the same receptor cells, selective adaptation (or

bleaching) of the 500 nm rhodopsin should reduce the response to an additional 500 nm stimulus, whereas the

response to a 370 nm stimulus should remain unaffected, or at least less affected than the 500 nm response.

If, on the other hand, the UV sensitivity were mediated by a either a non-bleachable sensitizing pigment or the

rhodopsin β-peak, bleaching with 500 nm would affect both responses in similar manner, because in both cases

the VIS rhodopsin would mediate the response to both VIS- and UV stimuli. Bleaching experiments were thus

made in combination with optic nerve recordings and receptor cell recordings, respectively.

The optic nerve experiments were evaluated in two different manners, both differing in the way the eye response

was quantified: In the first approach, the compound action potentials (CAP) in the period after onset of the

stimulus (30 s, section B in Fig. 24) were counted, extrapolated to a full minute and plotted vs. bleaching

intensity. These plots were named CAP count plots (Fig. 25). For the second approach the respective spike

frequencies were evaluated (Fig. 26).

Analyzing the CAP count plots alone suggests that green light bleaching affects the VIS response stronger than

the UV response, because after green light bleaching with 1125 % of the stimulus intensity, the response to the

VIS stimulus (35 % of the initial response, normalized average of four tested eyes) was far more reduced than

the response to the UV stimulus (50 % of the initial response, see Fig. 25). This would support the idea of two

pigments with different spectral properties, the UV pigment being less susceptible to the 500 nm bleaching than

the VIS pigment.

This approach suffers from some serious drawbacks, however, because when exposed to relatively long stimuli

the eye demonstrates a phasic response, i.e. the evoked activity decreases after a while, especially when the eye

has been pre-bleached. This problem is enlarged by the fact that the background pacemaker activity is

suppressed by strong visual stimulation of the eye for the whole period of the stimulus, whereas weak stimuli

faciliate an early re-entry of background activity (see the arrow in Fig. 24). Thus, the total number of counted

compound action potentials includes the reoccuring pacemaker potentials as well. The total count is therefore a

poor measure for the intensity of the eye response under these conditions.
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Analyzing the spike frequency plots, or rather their envelope curves, is a different method which provides some

benefits compared to the earlier described method, because the frequency of the background activity is known to

be about 0.25 Hz (Jacklet, 1969b), so that one can consider the light-induced response to be finished when the

spike frequency has decreased to the level of the background frequency (see Fig. 26). This is a rough estimate

only, so no efforts were taken to exactly quantify differences in the length of the responses (i.e. to thoroughly

determine when the envelope curves reach the background intensity level again). Only qualitative statements

were thus made based on these results. Keeping this assumption in mind, the analysis of the pooled data revealed

that for almost all adaptation intensity levels, 500 nm evoked a stronger initial response, which however ceased

after a few seconds, whereas the response evoked by 370 nm was less pronounced, but more sustained (Fig. 27).

It seems that, especially at high bleaching intensities, 370 nm did only slightly increase the background activity

that had re-occured during the bleaching phase, and that the activity did then decrease again to the background

level, whereas 500 nm evoked comparatively strong activity which eventually decreased to zero. Taking the

phasic nature of the receptor into consideration, the early decrease of activity after VIS stimulation, combined

with high initial spike frequencies, supports the idea of a strong response, whereas the sustained activity after

UV stimulation, combined with reduced spike frequencies, is a hint for a weak response. It can thus be

postulated that, after green light bleaching even with high intensities, the VIS response is less affected than the

UV response. These somehow puzzling findings provide little help for the question whether one or two pigments

are involved in the UV/VIS-sensitivity of the eye.

Determining the spike frequencies can however help to improve the CAP counts, because all spikes having a real

time frequency of below 0.25 Hz can then be removed from the count list, assuming that they reflect background

activity. Pacemaker potentials are thus eliminated from the resulting CAP count plots (Fig. 44). The averaged

plot (Fig. 44E) reveals that after the removal of the pacemaker activity both 370 and 500 nm sensitivity of the

whole eye were equally affected by the bleaching procedure.

Bleaching experiments were as well carried out with direct single receptor potential recordings. The upstroke of

the receptor potential in response to the post-bleaching stimulus was evaluated, and different bleaching intensity

levels were applied. In four receptor cells out of two different eyes similar trends were observed, i.e. the

response to UV was reduced more strongly by the green light bleaching than the response to VIS (Fig. 31). This

does not support the hypothesis drawn at the beginning of this chapter. A verification would require that the UV

response is less affected by green light bleaching than the VIS response, as it has been demonstrated for the

butterfly Aglais urticae by Steiner et al. (1987).

green light bleaching
affects......

CAP count spike frequency corrected CAP
count

receptor
recordings

        > = “more than”
        < = “less than”

VIS > UV VIS <UV VIS = UV VIS < UV

Tab. 6. Comparison of the effects of green light bleaching on the UV- and the VIS sensitivity as revealed in the
different experiments. The sensitivities are differently affected by the bleaching in the different experiments.

It can be concluded that the results made in the different bleaching experiments are somehow contradictive, as

summarized in Tab. 6. Wasserman (1972) provides a possible explanation for this phenomenon, namely that

bleaching is a tool that requires thoughtful experimental design and, above all, large light intensities. Bleaching

with moderate light intensities can also lead to non-pigment related neural adaptation effects of the receptor cells
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which eventually result in a depression of the overall sensitivity. According to his argumentation, the bleaching

of 50 % of a visual pigment would produce a 0.3 log unit decrease in the absorbance (and in the resulting

sensitivity), while at this intensity level neural adaptation orders of magnitude greater than the bleaching effect

would occur. Because we have used different bleaching intensities for the optic nerve experiments and the

receptor cell recordings (Tab. 2), the resulting differences might be due to different contributions of neural

adaptation and visual pigment bleaching in the two experimental series. The fact, however, that both 370 and

500 nm sensitivity are differently affected by the bleaching supports the hypothesis of two independent visual

pigments, namely a VIS- and a UV-rhodopsin. The question why the bleaching behavior is contrary in the

different experiments can not be explained with the obtained data.
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Fig. 44. Decrease of optic nerve activity upon stimulation after green light bleaching with different intensities,
expressed as CAP min-1. Grey indicates responses to 370 nm, black indivcates responses to 500 nm. Pacemaker
activity has been removed by a method described in the text. E. The normalized mean activity +/- standard error
of the mean reveals that no differences in the bleaching behavior remain after the removal of pacemaker activity.
Compare to Fig. 25.
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4.2.3  Is a sensitizing pigment or the rhodopsin β-peak responsible for the UV sensitivity ?

The idea that a sensitizing pigment mediates the newly detected UV sensitivity in Aplysia californica is

intriguing, and the existence of two sensitivity peaks (Fig. 43A) supports this concept. Such a mechanism has

been found in flies, where the evidence for this model was provided by (i) microspectrophotometric

measurements of fly rhabdomeres (Kirschfeld et al., 1983), (ii) spectral UV-sensitivity measurements of the eyes

with high spectral resolution (Paul et al., 1986), and (iii) retina pigment extracts that underwent absorbance

scanning (Vogt and Kirschfeld, 1984). A 3-OH-retinol is today considered to be the postulated sensitizing

pigment. This mechanism is however a highly evolved adaptation which has so far only been described in

Dipterans and not even in any other insect taxon. It can thus be assumed that the existence of a similar solution

in a mollusc species is relatively unlikely.

Kirschfeld et al. (1977) have doubted that the rhodopsin β-band can be made responsible for the UV response in

flies due to its small height compared to the absolute maximum in the VIS (estimated ratio is 1:4 in frog

rhodopsin). Recent studies have however published salamander rhodopsin spectra with significantly higher β-

peaks (Martinez et al., 1997, Fig. 43C). The difference between both findings may be due to either the dissolving

agents or the scanning methods. A diode-array spectrophotometer capable for simultaneous scans with extremely

short integration times (132 ms) was used in the latter report, so that bleaching artifacts were reduced as far as

possible. Both a sensitizing pigment and a rhodopsin β-band would mean that prebleaching with green light

would equally affect the VIS- and the UV sensitivity. The fact that VIS- and UV-sensitivity were differently

affected by the bleaching in the different experiments suggests that the UV sensitivitiy is neither due to a

sensitizing pigment nor to the rhodopsin β-band, but to an additional UV rhodopsin.

Experiment (chapter)  two different
cell types

one cell type with
two sensitivities

(Beta cell)

     Beta cell, additional sensitivity is due to....
UV rhodopsin      sensitizing       rhodopsin

                                  pigment           β-band
Phototaxis (3.1) +*

Spectral sensitivity (3.2) +**
Optic nerve recording

+ bleaching (3.3)
+

Intracellular recording of
receptor potentials  (3.4)

+

Recording of receptor
potentials + bleaching (3.4)

+

Cerebral ganglion cell
potentials (3.5)

+

Tab. 7.  Evidence of the discussed results for the composition of pigments in the Aplysia retina.
Asterisks refer to explanations in the text.

Tab. 7 gives a summary of the described results and their evidence for the composition of pigments in the

Aplysia retina. In the phototaxis experiments (discussed in chapter 4.4) four snails responded on green light and

two others on UV light, which is a hint for a differential processing of VIS and UV stimuli, and two different

receptor cell types therefore (see the single asterisk in Tab. 7). The other results, however, support the idea of a

single cell type, which seems to be the most probable option hence.

The shape of the spectral sensitivity is a hint for a sensitizing pigment (see the two asterisks in Tab. 7), whereas

all other results suggest that an additional UV rhodopsin is the UV-mediating agent. Consequently, the most
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probable interpretation of these results is that the two-peaked sensitivity of the Aplysia eye is mediated by a

single cell type, and that the additional UV sensitivity is due to a specialized UV rhodopsin. To further explain

the newly found UV sensitivity, different experiments need to be carried out: The spectral sensitivity in the UV

should be measured intracellularly with very high spectral resolution in a large number of individual receptors

from different retina areas, possibly with the fourier interferometric stimulation technique (FIS, Paul et al.,

1986). Moreover, pigment extracts of the Aplysia retina should be measured spectrophotometrically to provide

information on their spectral characteristics and to help identify them, and the retina should undergo

microspectrophotometric measurements.

4.3. The projection of visual stimuli in the Aplysia cerebral ganglion

Our findings support the statement of Rossner (1974) about the absence of an optic ganglion in the brain of

Aplysia, because we have found at least 9 different response types which were related to stimulation of the left

eye,  in seven out of thirteen clusters, among them LC, LF and RF (activity evoked or increased),  LD, LB and

RB (activity inhibited) and LI (off-response). It is difficult to determine the total number of activated cell types

responding to a light stimulus. Rossner, however, has claimed this although he did not carry out post-recording

stainings. He has reported that six out of 180 sampled cells responded to light stimulation of either the left or the

right eye. These cells are also distributed over the whole cerebral ganglion.

It can thus be stated that vision procession in the cerebral ganglion takes place in a very distributed way. Most of

the cells positively tested responded both to UV and VIS stimuli, but 3 cells responded to 500 nm stimulation

only.  The optical experiments do support these findings, although the results are only comparable to some

extent, because electrical stimulation activates both afferent and efferent nerves, whereas optical stimulation

activates only afferent nerves. Moreover, the strengths of both stimulus types are difficult to compare.

Despite difficulties with the coordination between VSD images and the drawing of the cerebral ganglion, it can

be supposed that cells in the the F, C and B-clusters respond on optic nerve stimulation, whereas the G-clusters

do not respond at all. Other than in the microelectrode recordings, in which only the left eye was stimulated, both

nerves were stimulated in the optical experiments, and the excitation patterns recorded were quite symmetrical

(see Fig. 40). It is interesting that the excitation proceeds to the ipsilateral cerebro-pleural connective, as can be

seen in the ventral side recordings (Fig. 40A, B). It seems that visual information is processed in the cerebral

ganglion and then sent to the pleural ganglion, which itself is connected to the abdominal ganglion via the

pleuro-abdominal connective. A scheme of the excitational distribution is shown in Fig. 45 B.

Fig. 45.  Scheme of the excitational distribution in the cerebral ganglion (dorsal view) after stimulation of the
left optic nerve. As indicated by arows and numbers, ipsilateral regions of the ganglion are activated first. The
response then proceeds to the contralateral side and to the ipsilateral cerebro-pleural connective thereafter.

1.2.

3.

A B
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It is worth mentioning that the amplitudes of the stimulus-evoked action potential signals were larger on the

dorsal side than on the ventral side (Fig. 46). This is due to the fact that the ventral connective tissue is thicker

than the dorsal tissue, which leads to a stronger attenuation and blurring of the signal.

The optical recordings of the physiologically stimulated ganglion suffered from strong vibrational artifacts (Fig.

41) and could not be pursued further, because the laboratory time was limited. These experiments would have

been easier to compare with the microelectrode experiments because of a similar stimulation input. Moreover, it

was planned to use green and ultraviolet light stimuli to compare the evoked excitation patterns. As recently a

new photodiode array system is available in our institute, these experiments can probably be continued.

We have moreover tried to identify cerebral ganglion cells connected to the optic nerve by carrying out

retrograde lucifer yellow stainings. In these experiments, the optic nerve was carefully drawn into a fire-polished

glass capillary without filament, and the dye solution was delivered either by diffusion or iontophoresis. After

fixing (with 10 % formaldehyde), dehydration and clearing (with methylsalicylate) the cerebral ganglion

preparations were investigated under the fluorescence microscope. In all four experiments, no fluorescing cells

could be detected. Reasons for this failure might be an inadequate staining procedure (i.e. bad fit of the suction

electrode, wrong dye concentration and staining time, or inappropriate iontophoresis current or pulse rhythm) or

the tenderness of the optic nerve. Jahan-Parwar and Fredman (1976) have also failed to carry out retrograde

fillings of the optic nerve with cobalt, and they make thin axons responsible for the failure.

4.4. The effects of UV and green light on Aplysia phototaxis

The results of the phototaxis experiments agree with the findings of  Kuenzi and Carew (1991) on the positive

phototactic response of buoyant Aplysia to white (or, in our case, green) light. However, in our experiments a

higher share of animals (7 out of 11) did not show green light-induced responses than in the results of Kuenzi

and Carew (4 out of 14).

Only in two animals UV light evoked a response, which was in both cases negative. These findings require

further experiments to work out if there is a response on ultraviolet and, if so, if it is different from the VIS

response. A different experimental setup, as suggested by Kuenzi and Carew (1994) could faciliate further

experiments. In their approach, the snail is placed on a small platform suspended in a test aquarium. Due to the

small size of the platform the animal can only attach to it with the posterior part of its foot, and begins head
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Fig. 46. Comparison of stimulus-evoked signal amplitudes measured in optical recordings of the cerebral
ganglion. The large signal has been measured from dorsal, the small signal has been measured from ventral. Its
amplitude is decreased due to blurring of the sheath and inactive cell layers.
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waving soon. It seems that the animals are less disturbed by this procedure than by the fishing hook suspension

used in our experiments.

As can be concluded from the spectral sensitivity measurements and the retina and cerebral ganglion

experiments, UV is undoubtedly precepted by the animals.  The microelectrode retina experiments suggest that a

selective UV receptor cell does not exist in the retina, but that the UV sensitivity is due to an additional UV

rhodopsin in the common receptor cells. All data thus support the idea that a selective UV procession does not

take place in the retina, but that the UV reception is invariably coupled to VIS reception.

Due to Aplysia’s benthic lifestyle and algal diet, tactile and chemical stimuli are supposedly the dominating

sensory inputs for foraging, escape from predation and mating. Despite the fact that a variety of photosensitive

regions were found in the past fourty years (see introduction), little is known about the role of photoreception in

the daily life cycle of adult Aplysia californica.

Snails attached to the ground demonstrate no phototactic responses. When being transferred into a state of

buoyancy, however, they respond to light stimuli by bending their head towards the light source. These

movements are light-modulated variants of the searching movements evoked by the suspension procedure.

Whereas A.. californica is seldomly seen swimming, this type of locomotion frequently appears in other species

like A. fasciata, A. juliana, and  A. brasiliana, which all have large parapodia and use a jet-propulsion swimming

technique (Kandel, 1979). A. brasiliana has been reported to swim at speeds of 0.2 knots for more than 30 min

(Hamilton and Russel, 1982a), and the authors have presented evidence for a visual orientation of surface-

swimming snails obeying celestial cues.

Most aquatic gastropods, however, spend major part of their life at the seabed or the intertidal zone, with the

exception of the planktonic veliger larva, which is common to all gastropod species, a few specialized

nudibranch species and the holopelagic orders Pteropoda and Heteropoda. In veliger larvae of the queen conch

Strombus gigas, for example, positive phototaxis has been found in young larval stages which decreased in

larvae reaching metamorphic competency (Barile et al., 1994); this means they give up phototaxis when

preparing for settling at the benthos.  The pelagic nudibranchs Phylliroe bucephalum and Glaucus atlanticus are

both higly modified in adaptation to a life in the watercolumn as free-living predators (Lalli and Gilmer, 1989).

Pteropoda and Heteropoda have well-developed parapodia which enable some species, like Creseis sp. and

Clione sp., to carry out diurnal vertical migrations with amplitudes of up to 500 m (Tardent, 1993). These

migrations are most probably triggered by daylight and can thus be considered to be phototactic. So far the

nature of  the visual cues has been uncertain. In addition to relative light intensities changes, which have been

considered to be the ultimate migration factor in water fleas (Ringelberg et al., 1967; Lampert, 1986), changes in

the spectral composition of the light have recently been shown to evoke vertical migrations (Storz and Paul,

1998; Leech and Williamson, 2001). Like pelagic nudibranchs, Heteropoda and Thecosomata (a suborder of the

above mentioned Pteropoda) feed on large zooplankton (like Nereis and other pteropods), and in the heteropod

Pterotrachea sp. a large, telescope-shaped eye has been reported which contains a lens accomodation

mechanism and lateral operculi in the pigmented eye tube with opposed side-retinae (Kaestner, 1969). Both

features suggest an eye-mediated search for prey.

Visual orientation in benthic snails, however, has so far only been described for the nudibranchs Hermissenda

crassicornis (Britton and Farley 1999) and Onchidoris fusca (Hughes 1970b), and might be a concession to the

predatory lifestyle of most nudibranchs (Kuzirian et al., 1999). Both species actively move towards projected

light spots, or horizontal light beams, respectively. We have carried out similar experiments with Aplysia
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attached to the substrate, but we failed to demonstrate either positive or negative phototaxis with both white and

UV light (data not shown).

In order to further pursue the initial goal of the present study, it would be vital to have a phototactic response that

can be evoked with little effort and high reproduciblity, as in Onchidoris and Hermissenda. Using a different

procedure to suspend Aplysia (see above) would probably also help. Hermissenda is available cheaply with Sea

Life Supply (Sand City, CA, USA) and can be maintained in the aquarium with less effort than Aplysia due to its

small size (Kuzirian et al., 1999).

4.5. Interpretation of optical signals from Lymnea nerves

The experiments on the Lymnea nerves were carried out during the process of establishing VSD techniques in

the laboratory. A typical evoked signal measured with RH 155 consisted of a spike-like event followed by a slow

depolarizing response. Both signals were verified to be true membrane potential-related responses by control

measurements with 634 nm.

Optically measured post-spike responses of this shape have been described by different authors and can either be

attributed to excitatory postsynaptic potentials measured simultaneously with the presynaptic action potential

(Sato et al., 1998) or depolarizing responses of glia cells (Konnerth et al., 1987). Findings from experiments

carried out in the present study (Fig. 34) give evidence for a slow depolarizing response of the surrounding glia:

The different stimulation intensities which were necessary to elicit the two responses support the idea that the

two response types are mediated by two different cell types with different treshold levels. The idea is backed by

the finding that repetitive stimulation evoked multiple action potentials added on a single slow response: Would

the signal reflect the compound membrane potential changes in a uniform tissue, this would mean that the later

spike-like events, which most probably represent action potentials, emerge from a membrane potential level

significantly higher than the early spikes, without differences in the spike amplitude.

One would however expect that an increasing membrane potential would leave the absolute heigth of the action

potential unaffected, which is mainly determined by the sodium distribution potential. A different cellular origin

of both signals, with one cell type generating all-or-nothing responses which settle on a saturable signal of a

different cell type, is a far better explanation. The shape of the slow response is moreover similar to the behavior

of glial membranes under repetitive stimulation (Orkand et al., 1966).  In addition to this, it has been shown that

the dye RH 482, which has been reported insensitive to glia cell potentials (Konnerth et al., 1987), does only

reflect the compound action potentials, whereas RH 155 is sensitive to both responses.

A synaptic origin was ruled out by the fact that the 5-HT blocker Ketanserine failed to suppress the response. 5-

HT is a common neurotransmitter in Lymnaea  (Kemenes et al., 1989). Although the response is Ca2+-dependent,

as confirmed by the blocking of the signal after addition of Cd2+, it is not related to synaptic transmission. The

relevant channel seems to be an L-type Ca2+ channel, as demonstrated by the specific blocking agent Nifedipine

and addition of Ba2+, which is known to evoke inward currents through L-type channels without the self-

inactivation typically exerted by Ca2+ (Zühlke and Reuter, 1998). This results in a prolongation of the slow

depolarizing response. L-type Ca2+ channels, however, do not seem to be involved in synaptic transmission

(Fossier et al., 1993).

The recent discussion on the role of glia cells has emphasized that their function in nervous systems is not

limited to structural and metabolic support only. Due to their excitability, glia cells contribute to cell-cell-

communication, both with other glia cells and neurons (Kettenmann and Ransom, 1995). In astrocytes, for
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example, Ca2+ waves evoked by stimulation have been shown to travel along the syncytial astrocyte network

(Finkbeiner, 1993). In many cases, glial potentials are difficult to measure with microelectrodes, due to the

dendritic shape and minor size of the cells. This may account for the fact that until recently their physiological

role has been underestimated. It is an interesting feature of VSD techniques that with RH 155 and RH 482 a pair

of tools is available which allows the measurement of neuron and glia cell membrane potentials and the further

differentiation between them.

4.6. Optical measurements of cardiac action potentials

These experiments were carried out with three different goals: In the first instance, the usefulness of VSD with

cardiac cells should be demonstrated with our setup, because in the experiments described above the two other

types of excitable cells, i.e. neurons and glia cells, had already been tested.

Next, in order to verify the time course of the VSD signals, it was necessary at least once in this study to carry

out simultaneous optical and microelectrode recordings of cell membrane potential. In the beginning this turned

out to be a problem, because microelectrode recordings in invertebrate ganglia are best carried out under a

dissection microscope with help of a bulky micromanipulator, whereas optical recordings with absorbance VSD

require an upright microscope. Cardiac cells, however, are easier to impale and require less visual control and

micromanipulation, so that microelectrode recordings can easily be carried out on a thoroughly grounded upright

microscope. Both methods can thus be combined more easily.

The third reason was the idea to develop a real-time ratiometric approach for the cancellation of common mode

noise and movement artifacts. The beating of the atrial tissue was in this case an appreciated artifact on which

the effectiveness of the ratiometric noise rejection could be tested (see next chapter).

Optical recordings turned out surprisingly easy. Though signals sizes (∆I/I) ranged about only 0.1 % for an

action potential, they could be measured in any part of the preparation. This faciliated the use of a single

photodiode, because in invertebrate ganglion preparations the use of a single photodiode is sometimes

troublesome, namely when the electrically active regions are outside the detector’s actual field of view.

The simultaneous recordings revealed that the used dye (NK 2761) reflects cardiac membrane potential changes

quite faithfully, though the signal-to-noise ratio was inferior and, despite the use of 20 mM BDM, slight

mechanical artifacts were still visible in the tested preparations (Fig. 36). Moreover, the cardiac signals, which

have a long time constant, were distorted by the AC-coupling of the used photodiode to some extent, because the

highpass function drew the plateau of the cardiac action potential back to zero after a while (Fig. 36). A DC-

coupled instrument would have been a better choice, which would have required a 16 bit A/D-converter for the

given experiment, however. In whole heart recordings with bigger signals sizes (∆I/I = 8 %, Banville et al.,

1999), DC-coupled instruments, like CCD cameras, with 12 or even 8 bit have been applied recently (see below).

In evoked potential experiments, optical signals are not affected by stimulation artifacts, while these are

invariably recorded in electrode measurements (Fig. 36B). This benefit makes optical recordings very useful in

defibrillation experiments, where consecutive shocks are applied to the cardiac preparation. These shocks usually

overcast the early electrode signals (R. Gray, pers. comm.). Only optical experiments can thus reveal the cardiac

membrane potential distribution right after application of the fibrillation-inducing shocks or the defibrillation.

This benefit is also useful for brain experiments in which epileptiform activity is evoked by stimulation (Demir

et al., 1999).
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4.7. Results of the ratiometric measurements

The conditions for successful ratiometric measurements have been mentioned in the results section and more

aspects will be discussed in the appendix. It turned out that the method used in the Xenopus atrium experiments

(simultaneous measurements at 700 and 634 nm with two photodiodes coupled with a beamsplitter, phododiodes

operated in a pseudo DC-mode) removed movement artifacts very efficiently, but at the cost of additional high-

frequency noise. Noise could however be reduced by the application of a running average filter or a digital low

pass filter algorithm. This again requires a data sampling frequency significantly higher than the frequency

minimum dictated by the Nyquist theorem, because the filtering is carried out after the A/D conversion and can

thus attenuate high frequency signals. A sampling rate of at least 2 kHz for neuronal signals and 1 kHz for

cardiac signals is estimated as the minimum under these conditions.

The two-detector approach has a more severe drawback, however, because the principle requires that each pair

of detector elements monitors the same position in the preparation, otherwise the ratio calculation leads to false

results. The positions of the two detectors coupled with a beamsplitter have to be adjusted with high accuracy

therefore.  This is easily accomplished with two single photodiodes, like in our experiments, but will be a serious

challenge when using two imaging devices like CCD.

A different ratiometry principle, with a consecutively switched illumination wavelength and only one detector

unit, would avoid this problem and reduce technical efforts as well. We have tested this principle (see Figs. 12 &

13), but the approach was discarded due to high noise of the laser diodes.

Another drawback of the two detector approach is that the beamsplitter decreases the number of incident photons

per detector unit by 50 %, which increases shot noise by a factor of 1.41 (see Fig. 48). A dichroic mirror with

adequate spectral discrimination (675 nm) would avoid this problem.

In theory, other noise sources like light intensity fluctuations, vibrational noise or dye bleaching can be

compensated as well with this method. Although the achieved movement artifact rejection is quite impressive,

we believe that precautions to avoid the movements (like thorough immobilization or blocking agents, see

below) provide better results in many cases, with less technical efforts at the same time. It can however be the

case that mechanical immobilization turns out impossible (for example in isolated cardiomyocytes) and adequate

drugs are not available.

Bullen and Saggau (1999) have presented a laser-scanning VSD technique, in which the membrane potential-

dependent shift of the emission spectrum of the dye Di-8-ANEPPS is simultaneously measured at two

wavelengths.

Fig. 47. Quantitative membrane potential recordings in cultured hippocampus cells under voltage clamp,
obtained with ratiometric laser scanning (Bullen and Saggau, 1999).
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Besides the discussed benefits, their approach allows a quantification of optically obtained membrane potential

signals, as demonstrated in cultured hippocampus cells under voltage clamp (Fig. 47). This is possible because of

the fact that in VSD fluorescence measurements, all detected light is generated by membrane-bound dye

molecules only, whereas in absorbance measurements, a large amount of light reaches the detector after having

passed the interstitium, which means it’s intensity has not been affected by membrane potential changes. So far,

the approach allows only single-site measurements. Imaging seems unlikely under these conditions because each

data point is sampled with 3 kHz.

4.8. On the principles of voltage sensitive dyes

Both primary literature and reviews on VSD provide only incomplete information on VSD methods. In the

following chapter, properties, benefits and limitations of voltage sensitive dye techniques are therefore collected

and discussed.

The molecular mechanism responsible for the potential-related changes of VSD properties is still poorly

understood. Three mechanisms are being discussed, i.e. dipole rotation, electrochromism, and a potential-

sensitive monomer-dimer equilibrium (Waggoner et al., 1977; Loew and Simpson, 1981; Pratap et al., 1990;

Fromherz et al., 1991). The lack of knowledge makes dye design and improvement an empirical process.

Nevertheless different labs have succesfully improved particular dyes by molecular design: Loew et al. (1992)

have influenced the retention time of styryl dyes by increasing the length of the hydrocarbon tail, whereas

Shoham et al. (1999) have red-shifted the excitation wavelength of an oxonol dye in order to avoid artifacts

arising from hemoglobin absorbance in in-vivo brain measurements. In both cases, however, properties other

than signal size were modified.

In contrast to calcium- or pH-sensitive dyes, which only interact with the physical and chemical properties of the

medium, VSD need to bind to the cell membranes and can only then interact with the physics of the medium.

Neuronal sheaths or blood-brain barriers, for example, differ in permeability and thus allow or delay dye

penetration. This second variable makes VSD extremely species- and tissue specific, which results in huge

interspecific differences in signal size for a given dye (Ross and Reichardt, 1979; Yagodin et al., 1989).

Some phyla, like gastropods, seem to cooperate quite readily (see introduction), whereas phyla like insects or

crustaceans pose severe problems. Only two reports, for example, are available in which insects were used (Apis

mellifera by Lieke, 1993; and Periplaneta and Gryllus by Yagodin et al., 1989), and the latter seem to produce

no useful signals. Yagodin makes the thick neuronal sheath found in most insects responsible for bad signals,

due to poor nerve staining. The same has been assumed by J.Y. Wu (pers. comm.). Among crustaceans, only

three species have so far been investigated with VSD (Balanus nubilis by Ross and Reichardt, 1979;

Procambarus clarkii by Yagodin et al., 1999; and Panulirus argus by Wachowiak and Cohen, 1998), and at least

in the crayfish poor staining seems one cause for bad signals. However, one has to keep in mind that different

binding properties are not the only cause for species-specific effects. One dye, for example, seems to be toxic on

glia cells in Lymnaea (Kojima et al., 2000), but not on those in Raja erinacea (Konnerth et al., 1987). It has yet

to be stated that all these are empirical results, and that a systematic approach to this problem is yet to be done.

Whenever VSD are to be used with a new preparation, a new screening process is therefore necessary, involving

a selection of popular dyes from the most important groups (Fig. A2 in the appendix section), with the major

goal of obtaining a maximum signal size.
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As the optical signal is only an indirect measure of the membrane potential, a signal verification is necessary in

many cases. It has to be excluded that the recorded light intensity changes are evoked by artifacts other than

membrane potential changes, like stimulus-evoked contractions of the preparation. A variety of control measures

is available for that purpose: (i) Simultaneous microelectrode recordings can reveal if the optical signal has an

identical time course as the microelectrode signal. (ii) Suppression of a putative action potential by use of low

sodium ringer or TTX reveals if the formerly measured signal was an AP. (iii) Control measurements at a

different wavelength, where the potential signal is either inverted or suppressed due to a zero crossing of the

dye’s action spectrum (see Fig. A1 in the appendix section) show if the previous signal was membrane potential-

related or not.

A common feature of VSD measurements is that the recorded signal consists of a huge light intensity offset (“I”)

on which a very small modulation (“∆I”) is imposed which represents the membrane potential changes. The

transient optical signals are usually expressed as fractional light intensity changes (“∆I/I”). In addition to this, the

noise (“N”, calculated as the root mean square of the time series) is usually expressed as signal-to-noise ratio, or

S/N, which in this report is defined as the quotient out of the measured offset intensity and the noise (“I/N”).

4.8.1. Noise considerations

VSD signals are very small when compared to calcium dye signals, for example, and therefore susceptible to

different sources of noise which are likely to distort the signal. Under optimum conditions, a fractional

fluorescence change of 8 % has been reported for a cardiac action potential (Banville et al., 1999), but in most

cases the signals lie in the range of 0.5 – 2 % (fluorescence dyes) and 0.2 – 1 % (absorbance dyes). This feature,

and the high readout speed needed for neuronal measurements (> 1 kHz), make a specialized measuring

technique necessary.

For proper detection a measured signal should be at least 10 times bigger than the total noise. Given a relative

signal size (∆I/I) of 0.2 % for an action potential in an invertebrate ganglion stained with an absorbance dye,

noise should not exceed 0.02 % (1/5000) of the measured intensity. This value equals a required S/N of 5000 or

74 dB. In the described experiments, precautions were thus taken to minimize the three major types of noise,

which are vibrational noise, shot noise and dark noise.

(i) Noise originating from vibrations and light fluctuations is proportional to the incident light, so that S/N can

not be reduced by increasing the light intensity. These influences can be minimized by using vibration isolation

equipment, water immersion lenses, stabilized light sources and an external microscope housing to exclude air

movements, external light fluctuations and AC hum noise.

Preparation movements, either autonomous or evoked by mechanical or electrical stimulation, can become a

serious challenge as well. A proper immobilization is therefore mandative in all cases. Some authors describe

uncoupling drugs like Cytochalasin D (80 µM, Jalife et al., 1998), Methoxy Verapamil (Kwaku and Dillon,

1996), 2,3-Butanedione Monoxime (20 mM, Sakai et al., 1997; this report), or a reduction of Ca2+ in the medium

(Kamino, 1991) to be useful with cardiac preparations. Sodium Metavanadate (NaVO3) has been used in a

concentration of 10 mM by Senseman et al. (1983) to reduce movement artifacts induced by synchronized cilia

beating in a snail salivary gland. London et al. (1987) have even used low melting point agarose to reduce

preparation movements in gastropod ganglia. Vibrational noise is however the limiting noise under high light
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conditions, and has been estimated by other authors to be reducable to no less than 10-5 of the total light, which

equals a maximum S/N of 105 or 100 dB (line B in Fig. 48).

(ii) With high light conditions and vibrational noise properly reduced, shot noise becomes the S/N limiting factor

in high readout speed measurements. This type of noise arises from the statistical distribution of incident photons

on a detector array, which, under low light conditions and short integration times, is more irregular than under

high light and long integrations times. S/N is proportional to the square root of the photons measured per given

time unit (line A in Fig. 48) in this case. It can be described as S/N ~ √ I x QE, in which QE represents the

quantum efficiency of the detector, and can thus only be improved by increasing the illumination intensity,

improving the light-gathering efficiency of the measurement system (i.e. NA of condensor and objective,

quantum efficiency of the detector), or limiting the system bandwidth, respectively. Its upper boundary is set by

the vibrational noise limit (line B) or the saturation capacity of the given detector.

To achieve a S/N of 5000 or 74 dB in a shot noise-limited absorbance experiment (see the example mentioned

earlier), each detector element needs to collect at least (5000)2 = 2.5x107 photons. Because under optimum

conditions, silicon photodiodes have a quantum efficiency (QE) of 0.9 in the yellow-red wavelength range, this

is almost the exact amount of photons that has to be gathered by the microscope lens (see cross in Fig. 48).
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Fig. 48. Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of light intensity. Straight lines indicate the noise levels encountered
in the experiment, whereas dotted lines demonstrate their theoretical continuation. Under low light conditions,
S/N is limited by dark noise (S/N ~ I + C, lines E, F and G), whereas with increasing light intensity shot noise
(S/N ~ √ I x QE, lines A and C) becomes the limiting factor. The maximum S/N is dictated by the vibrational
noise limit (S/N = C, line B). The black lines illustrate the conditions when a photodiode is used (dashed line:
MOS camera), the grey lines show conditions for a CCD (dashed line: CCD with increased saturation capacity
by 4x4 binning). Crosses indicate examples in the text (S/N = 74 dB or 42 dB). Figure modified and redrawn
from Wu et al. (1998), Tominaga et al. (2000) and Shoham et al. (1999).
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Under shot-noise limited conditions silicon photodiodes offer the best performance in most cases because they

have (a) a much better QE than vacuum phototubes (line C) and most CCD and (b) do not saturate like CCD

devices, which in some cases have comparable QE (back-illuminated, thinned CCDs), but saturate at light

intensities several orders of magnitude below the maximum imposed by vibrational noise (line D). The CCDs

with the highest saturation capacity (“well size”) currently available have a limit of 3x105 photons per pixel, for

example, and this is far below the number of photons needed in the example given above.

Illumination intensity is however not limited by the saturation capacity of the detector alone. Phototoxic damage

and dye bleaching by the incident light have to be considered as well. Measures to enlarge the light source

intensity (e.g. lamp power, condensor and lens NA) contribute to these detrimental effects, whereas improving

the QE of the detector does not. Likewise, both precautions increase the amount of effective photons, and

thereby improve S/N. The determination of the maximum tolerable illumination intensity and duration for a

given preparation is an empirical process, like the selection of the best-suited dye. In the described experiments

the object was, therefore, to collect as much light as dye bleaching, phototoxic damage, heat considerations and

saturation capacity allowed.

(iii) At low light levels noise is dominated by dark noise generated by the measurement electronics. In this case

S/N is proportional to the light intensity (S/N = I + C, in which C is a constant detector-specific dark noise

level). Because CCD have lower dark noise levels than photodiodes their signals become dark noise limited at

light intensities two decades below photodiode signals (line E in Fig. 48), i.e. they reach the shot-noise limited

conditions earlier than PDA. To obtain an S/N of 42 dB, for example, a CCD requires almost an order of

magnitude less photons than a PDA, because it still operates under shot noise limited conditions, whereas the

PDA is already dark noise limited (see crosses in Fig. 48). Vacuum phototubes (line C) offer unmatched dark

noise levels but, due to poor quantum efficiency and limited saturation capacity, no improvement to the overall

S/N. MOS-based cameras, which have been introduced to the market recently, still feature higher dark noise

levels than CCD today (Shoham et al., 1999; Tominaga et al., 2000, line G in Fig. 48). In the described

experiments, low noise properties were therefore the most important requirement for the purchase and design of

photodiode amplifier circuits and subsequent measuring devices.

4.8.2. Choice of an adequate imaging device

Besides quantum efficiency, which should always be as high as possible, the selection of an adequate image

device is dependent on three factors, i.e. temporal resolution, maximum S/N, and spatial resolution.

(i) For neurophysiology, the temporal resolution, or frame rate, should be at least 1 kHz (Wu et al., 1998),

whereas in cardiac electrophysiology 500 Hz are sufficient.

(ii) The maximum S/N (often labeled as the dynamic resolution) of a detector is determined by the square root of

its saturation capacity, and by the A/D resolution as well. If a measurement has to be carried out under dark

noise limited conditions (due to weak fluorescence of the preparation, or tight illumination intensity restrictions

because of bleaching or phototoxicity), a CCD is the detector of choice in any case because of superior dark

noise performance. Under shot-noise limted conditions, a CCD camera with a well size of 300000 photoelectrons

can yield a S/N of 550 (55 dB), whereas the virtually unlimited capacity of a PDA is only restricted by the

vibrational noise limit, so that theoretically a S/N of 105 (100 dB) can be obtained. The suitability of both

detectors is therefore dependent on the required S/N of the given VSD experiment, as illustrated in Tab. 8. The
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minimal A/D resolution is indicated in the same table. However, while in CCD the gain is often fixed, PDA

usually offer selectable 2nd stage gains, i.e. that the transformation factor from detected photons to digital bits is

variable. This is especially beneficial in experiments which do not exploit the full saturation capacity of the

detector, because in these cases the gain can be increased to further utilize the full A/D resolution.

It is moreover noteworthy that temporal or spatial averaging can increase the dynamic resolution of a detector.

This procedure virtually multiplies the photons counted per detector unit at the cost of spatial or temporal

resolution. S/N is then increased by the square root of the averaged dimension. Choosing a CCD with an

excessive frame rate (e.g. 2.5 kHz) or high pixel count (e.g. 640x480 pixel) can thus compensate the low well

capacity of the chip by frame averaging, pixel binning, or trial averaging, respectively. By averaging 2 frames,

2x2 pixel and 4 trials, for example, the S/N of a detector with 55 dB S/N can theoretically be increased by a

factor of 5.41, to 3000 (69 dB), as long as temporal and spatial requirements are fulfilled. It is therefore difficult

to compare the performance of a 464 pixel PDA with a 80x80 CCD, because in the latter the better spatial

resolution is achieved at the cost of well capacity. One should assume a sixteen times higher saturation level, as

would result for an area adequate to a photodiode array pixel by 4x4 binning, and compare resulting S/N (line D’

in Fig. 48).

Experiment ∆I/I for an AP Minimum S/N min. well size minimum A/D detector

Hippocampus slice
(absorbance)

0.2 % 0.02 %-1 = 5000 = 74 dB 2.5x107 14 bit (0.0061 %) PDA

Guinea pig ganglion
(fluorescence)

0.5 % 0.05 %-1 = 2000 = 66 dB 4x106

Snail nerve (abs.) 1 % 0.1 % -1 = 1000=  60 dB 1x106 12 bit (0.024 %)

Injected pyramidal
neurons (fluor.)

2 % 0.2 %-1 = 500 = 53 dB 2.5x105 CCD

Whole heart mount
(fluor.)

8 % 0.8 %-1 = 125 = 42 dB 16000 10 bit (0.1 %)

Tab. 8. Selection of an adequate image device under shot noise-limited conditions.

 (iii) It is difficult to determine the required spatial resolution in VSD experiments. Currently, detector systems

with relatively poor resolutions are in use (1 - 1000 pixel PDA or 74x74 - 256x256 pixel CCD). Because in many

preparations, light scattering by connective tissue leads to a blurring of signals, the detector’s spatial resolution is

often better than the image itself. Moreover, it does not make sense to use a high-resolution detector to image the

activity of a ganglion with only 1000 neurons, because then several pixels would image the same cell and the

S/N would decrease concomitantly. Higher spatial resolution is only beneficial if (i) membrane potential

transients in a single neuron are to be imaged, and if this neuron is either in cell culture or at the surface of a slice

preparation (Zochowski et al., 2000), or (ii) if an epifluorescence measurement is to be made of a rather large

preparation like a whole heart mount, where light scattering plays no major role and each detector unit would

measure a population signal anyway.

4.8.3. Fluorescence or absorbance dyes

Fluorescent dyes provide signal sizes of half a decade larger than absorbance dyes, and can thus tolerate higher

amounts of shot noise, which often occur due to the fact that in fluorescence measurements the detected light
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intensities are smaller by decades than in absorbance measurements. The signal size advantage is decreased by

the fact that arc lamps or lasers are needed for fluorescence excitation in most cases, and these lamps generate

significantly higher noise than tungsten halogen lamps due to arc wandering or laser speckle. The relation

between ∆I and N is therefore almost equal for both methods.

In some cases, however, the preparation dictates the choice of either fluorescence or absorbance because of the

illuminaton mode. Living brains, for example, can only be imaged with epi-illumination and fluorescence dyes.

In other cases, a given preparation requires a particular dye and thereby determines the measuring mode. In

specifically stained preparations (like injected neurons) fluorescent measurements are superior to absorbance, as

reported by Wu et al. (1998). Efforts are therefore under way to develop neuron-specific staining techniques, as

to fully exploit the benefits of fluorescent dyes (Tsau et al., 1996;  Antic and Zezevic, 1995).

Major advantages and disadvantages of both methods are listed in Tab. 9. It appears from literature that

absorbance dyes have mostly been used for invertebrate ganglia, brain slices and embryonic nerve and heart

preparations, whereas fluorescent dyes have been preferred with single cell preparations, tissue-cultured neurons,

in-vivo brain preparations and whole heart mounts, i.e. under low-light or epi-illumination conditions.

fluorescent dyes                         absorbance dyes

Benefits Drawbacks
Relatively large signals (∆I/I = 0.5 – 8 %) associated

with action potentials.
Smaller signal size (∆I/I = 0.2 – 1 %) requires

large well size detectors to achieve a good S/N.

Some preparations require epi-illumination (whole
heart mounts, in vivo brain), so fluorescence is a must.

Transillumination principle excludes the application
with in vivo brain preparations and whole heart mounts.

∆I/I is not decreased by preparations which do not fill
out the whole area of the detector in the image plane,

like single cultured cells, because the extracellular
areas do not emit light.

∆I/I is further decreased in preparations which do not
fill out the whole area of the detector image plane, due

to light passing the edges of the preparation, which
increases I, but not ∆I.

Wider choice of dyes.  Some labs have succesfully
improved dyes by molecular design.

Limited choice of dyes. Dyes have only been obtained
by screening, no real dye design was done.

In some cases (single cell measurements, whole heart
mounts) CCD cameras can be used. Still expensive, but

cheaper devices are yet to come.

Photodiode arrays rather than CCDs need to be used
due to higher well size requirements. PDA are heavier,

bigger, less reliable and more expensive than CCD.

Can be used with inverse microscopes and faciliates the
use of microelectrodes thereby.

Restricted to upright microscopes in many cases due to
transillumination principle.

Drawbacks Benefits
Yield inferior S/N ratio in some preparations

(J.Y. Wu, pers. comm.).
A dye is available which indicates glia cell

membrane potential changes (RH 155).

High illumination intensity requires mercury or xenon
arc lamps or laser light sources, which all cause

relatively high  noise (due to arc wandering or speckle).

Low-cost tungsten halogen lamps
 (which fluctuate 101 less than arc lamps)

 can be used due to lower illumination intensities.

Phototoxic damage due to higher illumination
intensities is the limiting factor for long-time

measurements.

Less phototoxic damage enables longer recording
times; time-limiting factor is bleaching,
which can be overcome by re-staining.

Tab. 9.  Advantages and disadvantages of fluorescence and absorbance dyes.
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In the present study, absorbance dyes were used due to the benefits mentioned in Tab. 9. Moreover, the lower

illumination intensities in absorbance experiments were regarded as beneficial for the intended vision

experiments.

It was also planned to use the triphasic action spectrum of several absorbance dyes for a real time ratiometric

approach for movement artifact rejection. Another point is that most invertebrate ganglion experiments reported

of in literature, and all experiments ever carried out on Aplysia, were done in absorbance mode.

Finally, we took advantage of the experiences gained during research stays in the laboratories of K. Kamino, Y.

Momose-Sato and K. Sato (Tokyo Medical and Dental University, Tokyo, JP), L.B. Cohen (Yale University &

Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, MA, USA) and B. Salzberg (University of Pennsylvania,

Philadelphia, PA, USA), who all use absorbance dyes.

4.9. Future perspectives of optical techniques in neurophysiology

To date, the most important drawback of voltage sensitive dyes is their small signal size. Dye improvements

should therefore target on this objective mainly. Although other dye features have successfully been improved

by molecular design (Loew et al.,1992, Shoham et al., 1999), the signal size is difficult to modify systematically,

because the dye mechanism is still poorly understood. A better understanding would be vital for further dye

sensitivity improvement. Three promising new approaches however, which differ in their principles from the

techniques described above, are fluorescence resonance energy transfer probes, genetically encoded probes and

nonlinear optical measurements of second harmonic generation, as described below.

4.9.1.  FRET dyes

Gonzalez and Tsien (1997) have introduced a fluorescence resonance energy transfer technique (FRET), which

delivers signals of one order of magnitude bigger than those obtained with conventional voltage sensitive

fluorescence probes. In this two-dye-based FRET approach, a coumarin labeled phospholipid bound to the outer

surface of the cell membrane serves as a donor and a membrane-incorporated oxonol anion, which travels either

to the intra- or to the extracellular side according to the polarity of the membrane, is the acceptor (Fig. 49).

Fig. 49. Principle of the FRET mechanism for membrane potential measurements.
Taken from Gonzalez and Tsien (1997).
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Under resting potential conditions, the oxonol travels to the extracellular side, is excited by the coumarin and

fluoresces, whereas under depolarized conditions, the oxonol moves to the intracellular side and the coumarin

fluoresces itself. As both fluorophores have different emittance spectra, the ratio between the fluorescence

intensities changes, and a membrane potential-related signal can be measured at either 460 nm (coumarin) or 560

nm (oxonol). Under optimum conditions, fluorescence changes (∆I/I) of more than 50 % have been reported for

a 100 mV membrane potential step. The authors moreover state that the time constant of the oxonol

electrophorese is a function of the length of its alkyl chain. The fastest oxonols, which likewise are more

diffficult to load into the tissue due to their hydrophobicity, had a time constant of < 0.4 ms, which the authors

claim to be fast enough for measuring action potentials.

As the dye mechanism of this promising technique is well understood, other than with conventional

potentiometric dyes, it can be expected that rational improvements will follow in the near future.

4.9.2. Genetically encoded probes

A genetically encoded probe for membrane potential has been reported by Siegel and Isacoff (1997). They have

fused a green fluorescent protein (GFP) into a disfunctional, voltage sensitive Shaker K+-channel cDNA and

measured potential-related fluoresence changes in mRNA-injected Xenopus oocytes under voltage clamp. The

so-called FlaSh (“Fluorescent Shaker”) is activated by a critical membrane potential treshold at approx. –40 mV.

A fluorescence change (∆I/I) of 5 % was measured for a 90 mV voltage step, and even multiple simulated action

potentials imposed by voltage clamp could be detected. Signals are described to be 30-fold easier to detect when

compared to conventional potentiometric dyes due to a delayed fluorescence decrease after the

hyperpolarization. The fluorescence signals do therefore not represent the membrane potential linearly, but rather

reflect the conformation changes of  Shaker, which coincide with action-potential evoked guidance changes of

the native potassium channels. Some experience is therefore required to interpret the obtained data correctly.

Although the FlaSh response to an action potential-like depolarization extends over 100 ms, the resolution with

Fig. 50. Action potential-related signals generated by FlaSh incorporated in Xenopus oocyte membrane under
voltage clamp (Siegel and Isacoff, 1997). Although FlaSh generates a delayed signal of several hundred
milliseconds (A), action potentials with smaller intervals are still detected (B).
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which individual spikes can be resolved is much better (Fig. 50 B). The time-delayed representation of

membrane potential signals is however beneficial in one aspect, because it makes the optical signals addressable

with slower readout imagers, like standard CCDs.

Again the dye mechanism is well understood at least to some extent, and a rational improvement of the technique

is therefore probable. Improvement is particularly facilitated due to the point that a broad choice of Shaker

mutants is available, offering a selection of different voltage dependencies and kinetics. It is hoped that

transgene organisms can be designed which a FlaSh construct cloned into their genome as a “built-in” membrane

potential probe. This would be very attractive, for example, for the study of the transparent model organism

Caenorhabditis elegans.

4.9.3. Nonlinear optical measurements of second harmonic generation

Loew and co-workers (Ben-Oren et al., 1996; Peleg et al., 1999; Khatchatouriants et al., 2000) found that

membrane potential fluctuations changed the generation of nonlinear second harmonics from styryl dyes in two-

photon excitation experiments. In this approach, which has some similarities to two-photon fluorescence, a

pulsed Nd:YAG laser (1.064 µm wavelength) is used to evoke the expansion of the molecular electron

polarizability of an excited chromophore, which results in the emission of light with twice the wavelength of the

excitation light. When used with the dye JPW 1259 (J. Wuskell, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, USA) the

signal is related to the membrane-potential (Fig. 51B). Loew and his colleagues have approved their approach

with a variety of preparations (cholesterol bilayers, fly photoreceptors and cultivated cells). The authors claim

substantial benefits for their method, like large signal sizes (10 % for a 10 mV step in membrane potential),

negligible artifacts in photosensitive preparations like photoreceptors (due to the near-infrared nature of the

excitation light), and the potential to use genetically encoded probes, like a GFP in a mechanosensory cell of a

transgene Caenorhabditis elegans chimera (Fig. 51B).

      

Fig. 51. Second harmonic generation signal (A) from a C. elegans touch receptor cell (MEC-2 GFP chimera).
Arrows indicate touch stimuli.  B. Model of the GFP-DES-2 construct (Khatchatouriants et al., 2000).

A B
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4.9.4. Better imaging systems

Due to the lack of a large market the development of better imaging systems has been very reluctant. Up to now

there is no system available which offers large well capacity and adequate spatial resolution, both in combination

with high readout speed (> 1 kHz frame rate), low dark noise and at least 12 bit dynamics. These features have

been postulated by Shoham et al. (1999) to make out an ideal imaging system for voltage sensitive dye signals.

Photodiode arrays have only few pixels, but a large dynamic range due to high well capacity, whereas CCD

cameras sacrifice well capacity for good spatial resolution.

Neither a photodiode array nor a CCD, the Fuji Deltaron (Fuji Medical Systems, Stamford, CT, USA) was the

first MOS camera developed for VSD imaging. It approximated both dynamic range and spatial resolution

requirements, but it suffered from high dark noise levels and old fashioned computer interfacing. All systems

currently available have in common that they are rather expensive (> 50000 €). With the advent of new CMOS

technologies it is likely that better and more flexible CMOS cameras appear on the market. Different suppliers

(CSEM, Zurich, CH; IMS-Fraunhofer, Duisburg, DE or C-CAM, Leuven, BE) already provide cameras with

adequate spatial resolution, read-out speed and well capacity, but dark noise and A/D resolution are still poor and

do not satisfy the specified needs.

A camera with adequate features (128x128 pixel, 4kHz frame rate, 14 bit, 109 photoelectrons) is under design by

Amain Electronics Company Inc. (Simi Valley, Los Angeles, CA, USA), but it seems to be a hybrid design for

infrared and visible, so the QE is far from optimal in the visible range. Another company (Pixel Devices Inc.,

Sunnyvale, CA, USA) develops a similar prototype (128x128 pixel, 5 kHz frame rate, 14 bit, 50 % QE and low

dark noise features), but in this case saturation capacity (1.5x105 photoelectrons) is inadequate. Other than in

CCD, saturation capacity is yet not physically limited in CMOS imagers, but a function of the gain factor, and

can therefore be modified easily. Rockwell Scientific (Thousand Oaks, CA, USA) provides a broad choice of

focal plane arrays (FPA, 8x8 to 256x256), which in fact are monolithic photodiode arrays, and has an integrated

multiplexer/read out integrated circuit (ROIC) unit under design with high frame rate and low noise features

which can be combined with the cited FPA.

It is worth mentioning that some digital CCD cameras offer on-chip pixel binning, which multiplies the read out

speed as well as the effective well capacity by the binning factor (thereby increasing the possible S/N by its

square root). This feature has been taken advantage of by Banville et al. (1999), who successfully used a

commercial 128x128 pixel digital camera (CA-D1 128T, Dalsa, Waterloo, CND, ~5000 €) with 12 bit and 480

Hz frame rate for imaging electrical activity in isolated rabbit heart preparations. Their approach was faciliated

by the facts that (i) the preparation (stained with the fluorescent dye Di-4-ANEPPS, Molecular Probes) generated

the largest fluorescence signals ever reported for an action potential (∆I/I ~ 8%), and that (ii) cardiac action

potentials can be sampled with rates below 1 kHz due to their long time constant. The huge signal sizes allow the

use of  a CCD camera with even 8 bit only (Dalsa CA-D1 256A, Sung et al., 2000). In this case bitnoise is

visible in the raw data, because only 20 out 256 values serve to encode the cardiac action potential signal; this

noise can however be reduced beyond visibility by spatial and temporal filtering, and a dedicated phase-

correction filter. Signals of this size and time constant can as well be imaged with already existing CMOS

cameras, like the IBIS 4 (C-CAM), which come at a fraction of the costs (~ 1000 €) of  the Dalsa camera.

Membrane potential mapping of whole cardiac mounts is thus a rapidly growing field (Lin and Wikswo, 1999;
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Witkowski et al., 1998). Features of VSD imagers already in use and others mentioned in this chapter are

summarized in Tab. 10.

Another approach worth mentioning is random access laser scanning of membrane potential, which has first

been introduced by Dillon and Morad (1981). This technique eliminates the need for a dedicated imaging array

and can at least theoretically provide three-dimensional information of action potential propagation.

Name/
manufacturer

detector pixel well
size

frame rate A/D
conversion

price remarks

NeuroPlex PDA 464 1010 >1 kHz 12 bit + offset
subtraction

> 50000 € large array box

Hamamatsu
Argus 50

PDA 256 ? >1 kHz 16 bit > 50000 € fixed 1st stage gain

NeuroCCD CCD 80x80 3x105 >1 kHz 14 bit > 50000 € scientific CCD
(back illuminated)

Brain Vision CCD 90x60 ? 1.3 kHz 12 bit > 50000 € consumer grade
CCD (binned)

Fuji Deltaron CMOS 128x128 1010 1.7 kHz 8 bit + offset
subtraction

n/a Large dark noise,
slow interface

Amain CMOS 128x128 109 4 kHz 14 bit ~ 5000 € Optimized for IR,
poor QE

Pixel Devices CMOS 128x128 1.5x105 5 kHz 14 bit ~ 5000 € Under
developement

Dalsa CCD 128x128 3x105 480 Hz 12 bit ~ 5000 € Binning increases
speed and well size

IBIS C-Cam CMOS 1280
x1024

5x104 1 kHz for
100 x100
subframe

10 bit ~ 1000 € High speed
readout of
subframes

Tab. 10.  Features of different VSD imagers currently available. Some are discussed in the preceding chapter
and others in the methods section. Cameras in italics have not been used in VSD experiments yet.

4.9.5. Optical stimulation techniques

Francis Crick (1979) stated  that “a method that would make it possible to inject one neuron [...] that would then

clearly stain all the neurons connected to it [...] would be invaluable.”  This idea has found its physiological

counterpart in the optical stimulation method first described by Farber and Grinvald (1983), who have

discovered two oxonol dyes (analogues of the voltage sensitive dye WW-781, labeled RGA-30 and RH 500)

which elicit action potentials in nerve tissues when excited with a He-Ne laser microbeam. It has been assumed

that the dyes decrease membrane resistance upon illumination by the formation of transient, light induced

nonspecific ion channels. The dyes were tested successfully with leech ganglia, frog sympathetic ganglia, and

neurons from the barnacle Balanus nubilis and the snails Aeolidia papillosa, Aplysia californica and Limax

marginatus. The method eliminates the need of a stimulation electrode by replacing it with a laser microbeam

that can easily be scanned to any position inside the preparation. When used in combination with intracellular

microelectrodes, the technique is very useful for the analysis of neuronal networks by identification of

presynaptic inputs. It’s major drawbacks are that not only neuron cell bodies, but even neighboring axons can be

stimulated, and that it does not seem to work with vertebrate brain preparations.

Katz and Dalva (1994) have described a more physiological approach in which caged neurotransmitters are

involved that can be released with high spatial resolution by a flash of a UV scanning laser. The major advantage

of this method is that it is far more specific in two aspects: (i) because axons do seldomly have neurotransmitter
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receptors, only neuron somas will be stimulated, and (ii) with a given neurotransmitter compound only the

relevant receptors will be stimulated (or inhibited). The agent does moreover not incorporate into the cell

membrane so that detrimental effects on membrane physics can be excluded.

The authors describe caged glutamate, for example, as a useful tool in brain cortex preparations because almost

all neurons in the brain are glutamerg. There is a broad choice of other photocaged compounds available

(Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), and design of new compounds is carried out by many laboratories (Schaper et

al., 2000), providing either new caged neurotransmitters, or new photolabile bounds with better dissolving

properties or higher quantum yield, so that a light guide-coupled Xenon flash lamps can be used as UV light

source, for example (Kötter et al., 1998). At least one laboratory plans to combine photostimulation and VSD

techniques (K. Sato, pers. comm.).


